
The Mystery of the Missing Sunglasses

visit twinkl.com

All of the emojis know Cool Emoji. He’s a calm and relaxed guy who’s often 
being kind and helpful. Everyone knows him by the trademark sunglasses he 
always wears, whatever the weather.

On a hot and sunny day, Cool Emoji went for a swim to cool down. But 
while he was swimming, something awful happened... Another emoji stole 
his sunglasses from the side of the pool! Now Cool Emoji is too upset to even 
leave the house, saying that it’s too bright outside and no one will recognise 
him without his shades!

As Chief Detective on the case, it is your job to find out which emoji took 
Cool Emoji’s sunglasses. You have taken down the names and descriptions of 
ten emojis who were at the swimming pool when the sunglasses disappeared. 
You also have five important clues to find along the way.

To crack the case, you will need to solve each clue and check the information 
with the list of names. Will you be able to solve the mystery and find out who 
stole the sunglasses?

Good luck!
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Emoji Descriptions
Emoji Expression

Their Mouth 
Is...

Their Eyes 
Are...

Favourite 
Ice Cream

House 
Number

sad closed closed chocolate 14

laughing open closed vanilla 10

happy closed closed chocolate 14

nervous closed open chocolate 23

sleepy open closed chocolate 16

silly open winking strawberry 35

scared open closed chocolate 52

good closed closed chocolate 8

embarrassed closed open vanilla 12

crying open closed chocolate 7
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Clue 1 
What’s the Scoop?

Drips of ice cream have been discovered by the side of the pool! Can you 
add the correct punctuation to the sentence scoops and draw lines to show 
what kind of sentence they are? The sentence form that is used the most will 
show the flavour of the drips found at the scene of the crime and the emoji’s 
favourite flavour.

The sentence form used the most is                    so the emoji’s favourite 
ice cream flavour is                            .

Find the emoji 
responsible 
and punish 

them_

Do you think 
it was an 
accident_

Who would do 
such a thing_

What a 
terrible crime 
to commit_

What can we 
do to cheer up 
Cool Emoji_

How sneaky 
they are to 

have done it_

Keep looking 
until you have 
found them_

How can I help 
to solve the 
mystery_ 

Question

If question is 
used the most, 

the emoji’s 
favourite flavour is 

chocolate.

Exclamation

If exclamation 
is used the most, 

the emoji’s 
favourite flavour is 

strawberry.

Command

If command is 
used the most, the 
emoji’s favourite 
flavour is vanilla.
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Clue 2 
Mouthy Emojis

All the emojis have a different reason why they couldn’t have stolen the 
sunglasses. But their reasons are missing some full stops or capital letters. 
Can you write out the corrected reasons in the correct box to reveal whether 
the emoji has its mouth open or closed.

I only wear sunglasses 
on sunday.

I can’t believe 
someone would do 
this to him in july!

I was with my 
mum all day You 

can ask her

I’m too lazy to make a 
plan like that

we were in the cafe 
eating cake.

Why would I do it? 
i’ve already got a pair.

It wasn’t me. i was 
in the shower. 

I didn’t do it We’re 
best friends.
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Clue 2 
Mouthy Emojis

The most common correction is                                         so the emoji’s 
mouth is                            .

Full Stop

If the most reasons were missing 
full stops, the emoji’s mouth      

is open.

Capital Letter

If the most reasons were missing 
capital letters, the emoji’s mouth 

is closed.
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Clue 3
Eyes Wide in Amaze-ment

What kind of emoji would steal from their friend?! Read the words that 
describe the emoji’s expressions and decide which suffixes can be added to 
create new words. Sometimes the spelling of the root word will need to change. 
More than one suffix may fit with each word. The suffix that is used the least 
will show whether the sunglasses thief’s eyes are open, winking or closed.

The suffix              is used the least so the emoji’s eyes are                    .

-ly

If -ly is used the 
least, the emoji’s 
eyes are open.

-ness

If -ness is used the 
least, the emoji’s 
eyes are winking.

-ment

If -ment is used the 
least, the emoji’s 
eyes are closed.

Expression -ly -ness -ment

happy

laugh

nervous

sleepy

silly

sad

scare

good

embarrass

cry
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Clue 4
Terrible Texting

Cool Emoji has been sent a text message from the emoji who stole his 
sunglasses! But the thief is not very good at spelling... Circle the words that 
are spelt incorrectly and then write the corrected spellings below. The number 
of words will show the house number of the emoji.

There are                   words spelt incorrectly so the emoji’s house 
number is           .

Corrected Words

Hello,

I am the emoji hoo took yor 
sunglasses. I am sendign 
you this message to tel you 
how sory I am. I just sor 
them by the pool and they 
lookd so cool I could’nt 
help myself. I didnunt no 
that it wood make you feel 
so bad. If you reely miss 
them I can give them bak.

Pleeze forgive me,

The Sunglasses Thief
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Clue 5
An Un-expected Ending

The emoji who stole the sunglasses has agreed to meet you and Cool Emoji 
at a secret place to give back the sunglasses. Follow the path by adding the 
prefix un- to the beginning of words that make sense, to find out where you 
will meet. The last word in the path will show you the identity of the thief 
once and for all!

The last root word in the path was                           .

The emoji who stole the sunglasses is                            Emoji.

Draw the emoji who stole the sunglasses in the box:

Start

zip steep ill sniffed claw wrote
lucky kind wrap broke drawer cook
jar letter certain soft sink mend
feet look fair teach sheet pump

healthy cover tidy child sheep blush
clear smart skip screen peach faint
safe joke hate hit ditch mirror
well even pack helpful worn drink

correct lift sleep stay load free
fun vote good happy loved sad

End End
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Clue 1 What’s the Scoop?

Clue 2 Monthly Emoji

Answer: The sentence form used the most is question so the emoji’s favourite ice cream 
flavour is chocolate.

Answer: The most common correction is Capital Letters so the emoji’s mouth is closed.

Question

Who would do such a 
thing?

What can we do to cheer 
up Cool Emoji?

Do you think it was an 
accident?

How can I help to solve 
the mystery? 

Full Stop

1. I didn’t do it. We’re best friends.

2. I’m too lazy to make a plan like that.  

3. I was with my mum all day. You can 
ask her.

Capital Letter

1. It wasn’t me. I was in the shower. 

2. I only wear sunglasses on Sunday.

3. I can’t believe someone would do this 
to him in July!

4. We were in the cafe eating cake.

5. Why would I do it? I’ve already got a 
pair.

Exclamation

What a terrible crime to 
commit!

How sneaky they are to 
have done it!

Command

Find the emoji responsible 
and punish them.

Keep looking until you 
have found them.
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Clue 3 Eyes Wide in Amaze-ment

Clue 4 Terrible Texting

Answer: The suffix -ment is used the least so the emoji’s eyes are closed.

Hello,

I am the emoji hoo took yor sunglasses. I am sendign you this message to tel you how 
sory I am. I just sor them by the pool and they lookd so cool I could’nt help myself. I 
didnunt no that it wood make you feel so bad. If you reely miss them I can give them 
bak.
Pleeze forgive me,

The Sunglasses Thief

Corrected Words
who, your, sending, tell, sorry, saw, looked, couldn’t, didn’t, know, would, really, back, 
please

Answer: There are 14 words spelt incorrectly so the emoji’s house number is 14.

Expression -ly -ness -ment

happy happily happiness x

laugh x x x

nervous nervously nervousness x

sleepy sleepily sleepiness x

silly x silliness x

sad sadly sadness x

scare scarily scariness x

good x goodness x

embarrass x x embarrassment

cry x x x
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Clue 5 An Un-expected Ending

The path of words that make sense that begin with the prefix ‘un-‘ is as follows:

Answer: The last root word in the path was happy.

The emoji who stole the sunglasses is Happy Emoji. 

Start

unzip steep ill sniffed claw wrote
unlucky unkind unwrap broke drawer cook

jar letter uncertain soft sink mend
feet look unfair teach sheet pump

unhealthy uncover untidy child sheep blush
unclear smart skip screen peach faint
unsafe joke hate hit ditch mirror
unwell uneven unpack unhelpful unworn drink
correct lift sleep stay unload free

fun vote good unhappy unloved sad

End End
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